Navy-Blue Knickers

Fun waltz!  $\frac{3}{4}$ = 170
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G7    C    C    C    C    C7
25 26  27  28  29  30  

gain, From under the pleats of grey fabric that made up their
pies; a stripy tie if you were lucky, a cap worn as

C7    F    F    Fmin    Fmin    C
31 32  33  34  35  36  
school uniform, knew if you dare. But for all those famous garment
kew if you dare.

A7    D7    D7    G    G7    C
37 38  39  40  41  42  
and it took the nation by storm... Chorus Let’s hear it for
there was something stunning to wear...  

G7    C    C    E7    Bb7    F    Fmin    C
43 44  45  46  47  48  49  50  
navy-blue knickers, a fashion icon from the past!
A Blast From The Past by Andrew Oxspring – score sample

made to last!

Step aside Vivian Westwood,

eat your heart out Coco Chanel and let’s hear it for

navy blue knickers, loved by every ma dem oiselle!